Our Interview with Poet
Melissa Kircher

“could the beautiful, breathtaking landscape of your heart be /
the very thing needed /
in this uncertain hour”

Hi Melissa! Thanks for joining us on The Poetry Page! You were represented in
our 2019 Art & Text exhibit booklet as both poet and artist!
In your bio for our exhibit, you write “Melissa Kircher is a fine artist, illustrator,
and writer who enjoys eveything bold and beautiful.” That is such a wonderful
statement! Could you elaborate on that?
Melissa: My art style has always been bright and colorful, with inky black lines
linking pieces together into a sort of stained glass effect. Similarly, the poems I
write are often about deep subjects, not shying away from either the grit or glory of
life. I think my work is a reflection of my inner self. I’m quiet and reserved in my
manner, but I have a profound passion and fire for many things if you get to know
me. Bold themes draw me into my work in all of its various forms.
Sally: Please share with us your creative life. I know you practice muliple art
forms. What are they, and how do you balance it all? What role does poetry play in
your life?
Melissa: The pandemic has taught me so much about my creative life, and its
rhythms. I've tended to work too much, and always felt like there was more to do.
I’d stress myself out working on multiple projects at the same time, and a running
mental catalog of all I planned to do. When the pandemic hit, my husband and our
two elementary-aged children were suddenly home. All. The. Time.
I felt as though my creative bucket was empty. And yet, what ended up happening
was that— as I had less time for work (books, blogs, poems, art, Enneagram
Coaching)— I became focused on doing the right project at the right time. I
allowed my work to flow in a way I’d never allowed before. Each new project
seemed to ebb into my consciousness during a phase where I had energy and time
for exactly that. And nothing more.
Poems continue to be the one exception to this! They have a mind of their own,
and pop into being whenever they want, even in the middle of the night!
Sally: Have you always loved poetry, from childhood on? Or did it come later?

Melissa: I have always loved poetry and have written poems since I was a preteen.
They are so awful and lovely at the same time! However, my poetry class in college
convinced me to drop my English major, and focus on art. I was horrified to have
to pick apart poems, and try to dissect their meanings. I know this is an important
task, and part of English education, but for me, poems have always been about a
moment of expression. They are emotion or sensation that I can’t get out any other
way. So I quit English, and kept on writing! In hindsight, I wish I’d completed a
double major!
Sally: I think you’re doing just fine without that double major, Melissa. Who are
your favorite poets and poems, and why?
Melissa: “i thank you God for this most amazing” by E. E. Cummings. I adore this
poem. There is such a joy and welcome that comes through in his words and
cadence. The poem invites me into a feeling about living that I can’t say any other
way than, “(now the ears of my ears awake and now the eyes of my eyes are
opened).”
I also love Rupi Kaur. Her collection, The Sun and Her Flowers, was a breath of
fresh air. I connect to the brief, honest style of her poems and the illustrations that
accompany her words. I find her work to be healing and real.

Sally: The Cummings poem, by the way, is also a favorite of poet Janet Luongo,
who we recently featured on the Poetry Page! It is truly wonderful!
Do you earn your living as an artist/writer? Do you have formal training?
Melissa: I have a B.A. in Fine Art, and a solid semester of English classes! I also
consider decades of being a nerdy bookworm some form of absorbing the
complexity and nuance of the English language. Much of what I know has come
from work experience, and learning the craft as I go. There are Yodas all around us,
and nowadays, with online courses and classes, you can access teaching from the
masters!
I once had a wise mentor say, “There is more than one way to earn a living.” I was
lamenting my lack of financial contribution to the family, and she pointed out how
handy I am (I’m so good at mudding, taping, sanding, and painting our house a
contractor offered me a job!). I run our house, I’m incredibly economical, and I
freelance whenever I can. I'm also a Certified Enneagram Coach and Life Coach.
I’m currently a licensed artist looking to expand my licensing deals and querying
agents for my next novel. It’s tough to be a creative professional and pay all the
bills. However, I think creativity helps me figure out how to meet our practical
needs on one steady income and my many different jobs. I try to focus on
everything I do contribute, and it’s always been just enough!
Sally: Please tell us about your books! I know you have YA novels, a nonfiction
about marriage, and a children’s picture book! Please share details about each, and
how each came about? Do you have a collection of poems, or one in the works?
Melissa: My husband and I had been writing a marriage blog and were
relationship columnists for two magazines. A publisher approached us, and asked
if we’d be willing to write for them. The marriage book that came out of that deal
was a fun collaboration.

My YA novels are my passion; I love YA fiction and have ever since I was a teen
many moons ago! There is something about the promise and possibility of that
period of life I find inspiring and enjoyable to both write about and read.

My children’s picture book is currently having a bit of a surge on Amazon. It’s a
book I wrote and illustrated about death and grieving. When my daughter was 4years-old, she asked me, “Mommy, does everybody die?”
I responded, “Do you want me to tell you the truth or lie and make you feel okay?”
Not my finest parenting moment! But she boldly asked for the truth, and we had a
fantastic discussion. So I set out to create a book for kids that talks about why we
die, the science of what happens after we die, ideas about an afterlife, and
remembrance traditions. I wanted it to have illustrations that showed diversity as
we are a family with mixed races. Since the pandemic hit, it seems that, sadly,
there is more of a market for this kind of book. It makes me feel good, though, to
have people tell me how much the book helped them and their children explore
grieving.

I do not currently have a collection of poems published, but I am working on one!
Sally: What advice would you give to young writers and artists?
Melissa: Network. Don’t be afraid to go out and meet people (now perhaps more
on social media for safety) that share your interests. Talk shop. Ask each other
questions. Make it fun! Not only is networking a great way to gather tips on how to
hone your craft, but other creatives will also be sources of inspiration and can help
your career as it unfolds.
Sally: Finally, what do you enjoy outside of writing and art? Nature? Gardening?
Cooking? Music? Family?
Melissa: I read voraciously. Before the pandemic, I was known to go through up to
ten books in one week! I also adore swimming, hiking, and baking anything with
chocolate.
Sally: If there is anything else you’d like to share with us, please do! We are so
happy to have you on The Poetry Page!
Melissa: The three illustrated paintings featured are represented by Sorelle Gallery
in Westport, CT and you can purchase fine art prints of them here:

Melissa Kircher at the Sorelle Gallery

Melissa’s Social Media:
Instagram: @melissakircher & @enneagrampaths
Twitter: @MelisKircher & @enneagrampaths

Melissa’s Websites:
https://melissakircher.com/
https://enneagrampaths.com/

A selection of poems by Melissa…

She Lost Her Heart to the Broken Sky
she lost her heart to the broken sky
and the crooked beams
that fell from the moon
she lost her soul
to the jagged edges of the wind
and when the fall trees rustled
hollowly clearing their throats
the green spring branches
wrapped their hands around her like a cloak
and healed all the bleeding pieces of her love
-Melissa Kircher

Stay
stay
anchor in the depths
every drop in the ocean
sings for your presence
here
now
abide in the valley
where the air is thick and the river runs deep
where life and death intermingle
stay
rest
for you will have time on the heights
where the air is thin and the sun hot on your shoulders
the path winding down again before you
as you travel back
to the pain and unknowing and gut-twisting growth
the valley is night
the valley is ocean
the valley invites you to stay, anchor where the grass is green,
the dirt—dirty
the water singing your soul home
when you stay
you learn
who you are

-Melissa Kircher

The Lines of the Landscape

the lines of the landscape are
soft and rounded
dewdrops dripping gently off crystal encrusted leaves
they are undulating hills of green and
cresting white waves
the lines are harsh, sometimes
jagged rock jutting out of earth
dead sticks snapping crisp underfoot
the lines draw us in
they ask us
is all of this, all of us, all of everything
deep and raw and beautiful?
the lines beckon
inward
to the landscape of beats and blood
could we find brilliance there?
and could the light that changes things
change you?
your friend?
your enemy?
could the beautiful, breathtaking landscape of your heart be
the very thing needed
in this uncertain hour
-Melissa Kircher

Thank you, Melissa!

